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Meet Rylie: A
Modern Day Super
Hero of Medical
Cannabis
by Jessica Steinberg | Apr 22, 2018 | The Humans of Cannabis

Impossible is not in a superhero’s vocabulary because their
lexicon is defined by miracles. Their bravery replaces fear, and
their extraordinary strength overcomes every challenge. This
is their super power that fuels a force that changes the world.
Most people believe this fictitious character only lives on the
page of their kid’s book. Maybe these people will start to
believe that superheroes are indeed a real thing once they
begin reading about a young girl called Rylie Maedler.
When Rylie was seven-years-old she began harnessing her
superpower. It took inner strength, bold bravery and a
“mysterious” miracle – medical cannabis – to fight bone
tumors that were aggressively eroding the structure of her
face.

Rylie’s CT Scan, 1 month before resection. tumor finished off cheek, palate and
maxilla by surgery date

“When your kid is really sick and you’re given devastating
news, even if you’re religious or not, you start praying and
looking for a miracle,” Janie Maedler, Rylie’s mom, admitted.
The answers were around; the miracles were not a mystery
anymore.
“God put a plant here for us to use. When I discovered what
cannabis can do and how much it helps, you realize that God’s
answer was the miracle – medical cannabis,” Janie continued.
The medicinal miracle, in oil form, provided unexpected
results: fast facial bone regeneration, a smile with pearly white
survivors, reduced pain levels, controlled seizures and the
prevention of any tumor recurrence.

A before and after of Rylie Maedler

Despite the treatments efficacy, Rylie’s doctors questioned her
use of cannabis; it was considered impossible, immoral and
ill-advised. Her Delaware state politicians were as skeptical as
the doctors about the effectiveness of cannabis for pediatrics.
Now twelve-years-old and with a tumor free face, Rylie has
changed the face of Delaware’s cannabis legality by
advocating for pediatric cannabis legislation.
As a true superhero, she was prepared to tackle a seemingly

impossible job. She was persistent and persuasive when
tasked to convince legislators who were strictly committed to
voting “no” to legalize medical cannabis for pediatrics.

Rylie speaking at the Delaware Health Committee to introduce her Senate Bill that
would legalize medical cannabis

“Legislators don’t know what the truth is, and they think about
cannabis as something completely negative…We explain to
them that it’s not about religion, but rather, it is about the life
of a child, your daughter or your son. We ask them to consider
‘what if cannabis was your only option?’…then they begin to
understand,” Janie explained.
Rylie joked, “everybody needs a near death experience to
believe in it.”
Perhaps everybody simply needs to listen to Rylie explain the
truths about cannabis.

Rylie, waiting her turn to speak to the Senate about medical patients’ ability to take
their medication in school

Her initiative, which originated as a handwritten letter sent to
Delaware legislators, materialized into a bill, called Rylie’s
Law, that passed unanimously. One great leap led to small
steps in reform.

The signing of “Rylie’s Law” into law

Although pediatric patients were safe to take their medicinal
cannabis, taking their medicine was forbidden on school
property. Rylie decided to write a letter to her legislators to
explain that the law put her in dangerous conditions and
alienating situations.

Taking her medicine after walking off of school property in a storm

She spoke at the Senate, and was heard loudly as a unanimous
vote passed to allow pediatric patients to receive their
medical cannabis treatment at school, administered by a legal
guardian or caregiver.
Superhero sidekicks like Rylie and Janie continue to prove that
anything is possible.
“We added autism to the list of eligible conditions and are
making access easier. We’re passing legislation step by step,”
the mommy-daughter duo said together.
“Right before Rylie’s Law was signed in June 2015, I asked for a
foundation to help other kids,” Rylie quickly added.

A fundraiser where Rylie’s foundation had a concert at the local high school and
surprised one of the students.

Through her 501(c)3 charity, Rylie’s Smile Foundation,
pediatric patients are gifted an Apple iPod to “help kids stay

distracted from the scary things in the hospital,” Rylie said. The
organization also advocates and educates families about
alternative treatment options for their children.
Adding to her collection of superhero roles, Rylie decided to
add another costume to her closet. After discovering that her
medical cannabis was moldy, she became worried about the
quality of cannabis medicine. Rylie was inspired to start Rylie’s
Sunshine, a research based company that provides patient
consultations for medical cannabis and produces a highquality, lab tested cannabinoid-based oil.
Janie mentioned that “one of Rylie’s biggest goals is to make
cannabis oils that are of the highest quality and affordable, or
even free, to all families with sick children.”
For some kids, it’s all about cakes and cookies, but for Rylie it’s
all about charity and cannabis.
With a wide-eyed smile, Rylie said, “when you go through
something that changes your life, it makes you feel like you
have to give back. I want to help. I like making people happy.”

Another fundraiser organized by Rylie’s foundation: a sunset cruise for children
battling serious illness.

“It’s cool because I can help a lot of people at a young age. I’m
not waiting to help people. I’m helping them now,” Rylie
continued with poise and maturity.

She may be young, but age is just a number because
ambitious goals are what count. Rylie is a CEO, a founder, a
fighter, a student and a superhero.
When mothers become medical experts, students become
teachers and the young generation possesses political power
to pass legislation, we begin to see who the real heroes are
amongst us.
Rylie wears a superhero cape; it may invisible to the naked
eye but her impact is clearly visible.
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Beer's latest elbow shove to the wine and spirits industry: 'smart 'bottle
openers, beer and food pairings, and #cannabisbeverages. Game on.
@cbrands @CanopyGrowth ://ow.ly/z1rv30ksgKa
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Beer's latest elbow shove to the wine and spirits industry: 'smart 'bottle
openers, beer and food pairings, and...cannabis beverages. Game on.
@ConstellationBrands @CanopyGrowth ://ow.ly/z1rv30ksgKa
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CannaTech is coming to Sydney October 29-30th. Tickets are on sale
now! http://
ow.ly/uniG30kshI0
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CannaTech: Elevating the Global Cannabis Conversation | Canna
Tech Global
canna-tech.co
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New Frontier Data
@NewFrontierData

"And just like that, the DEA now says that CBD with 0.3% THC or less is
legal for purchase or sale nationwide." Read our latest #blog post: DEA
Announces Newly Legal Leeway About CBD https://
hubs.ly/H0czJpl0
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DEA Announces Newly Legal Leeway About CBD
By J.J. McCoy, Senior Managing Editor for New Frontier DataAnd just like
that, the DEA now says that CBD with 0.3% THC or less is legal for
purchase or sale nationwide. It may also be importe
newfrontierdata.com
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The US federal vs state cannabis conundrum is heating up again! Do you
think President Trump will support Sen. Gardener's bill that will protect the
states from federal interference into their cannabis laws? Thoughts? http://
ow.ly/AgAy30kqmc0
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Trump Defies Sessions by Saying He Will 'Probably' Support
Marijuana Bill
The president appears to be joining a group of lawmakers pushing back
on the attorney general's marijuana policy
rollingstone.com
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Replying to @Canna_Tech
@PanaxiaPharm @IsraelCannabis @CivilizedWCC
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CannaTech arrives to a warm & gorgeous welcome to New Brunswick,
Canada. The @WorldCannabisCongress has kicked off and the Israel
cannabis ecosystem is in the house! Stay tuned for updates from the
floor!
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How do you talk to your doctor about cannabis? It's simple...just start.
Have questions you want answered? Drop us a line FAQ@israelcannabis.com http://
ow.ly/GwUs30kmxZC
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Speaking of good vibes...isn't this just the cutest darn thing! Very cool both
from LP at #O'Cannabiz Well done @beleaveinc #beleave
#cannabiscommunity #teambeleave #passion #cannabisculture
@IsraelCannabis @Canna_Tech
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Medical cannabis is already legal in Canada. As of this past Thursday
night, Canada is now one big step closer to becoming the 2nd country in
the world to fully legalize cannabis (production, sale and consumption).
Thoughts? http://

ow.ly/qgdK30kqm02
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Canada moves one step closer to legalizing recreational marijuana
The Canadian Senate passed legislation that would make cannabis legal
nationwide.
washingtonpost.com
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Wow! One of the world's leading cancer and cannabis researchers
Professor Guzman Emanuel shares a gold mine of information in this
recent publication. It's not an easy read - but for the scientifically and
medically minded, it's well worth the read. http://
ow.ly/U0c430kk15D
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To borrow a phrase from @Orion_gmp SYDNEY ANYONE? #CannaTech
#MedicalCannabisConference #GlobalEcosystem @Civilized_Life
@steephilllab @NewFrontierData @AusCannAU @MGC_Pharma
@BuddingTech_ http://
ow.ly/pEkz30knUIY

YouTube @YouTube
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Israel Cannabis
@IsraelCannabis

Super knowledgeable AND impeccably cool? Yup.
#CannabisThoughtLeaders @GeorgeMcBride1 @Civilized_Life
@Canna_Tech @NewFrontierData
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It was a challenge for many of us to keep from calling out "PREACH!" from
our chairs during Montel's presentation. His story is moving, and sad and
hopeful all at once. He is a masterful presenter and this is very well worth
the watch. http://
ow.ly/ymZq30kjSSy
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WATCH: Montel Williams: Tales from the Trenches | Canna Tech
Global
Montel Williams is a powerful medical cannabis advocate. He takes to the
CannaTech stage and shares his passion for medical cannabis as a
legitimate treatment options for people suffering from MS and...
canna-tech.co
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Give iCAN's founder, Saul Kaye a microphone, he'll take you on an
international tour of cannabis industry. Join us this this June 8 in Mexico
City at CannabiSalud. Drop us a line if you'll be there too. Discounts for
docs and students! http://
ow.ly/XRf430kjVBt
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World Cannabis Congress
@CivilizedWCC

Looking forward to #WorldCannabisCongress with all of you!
@GeorgeMcBride1 @Riedle @Canna_Tech @NewFrontierData
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Orion GMP Solutions
@Orion_gmp

@Orion_gmp is attending the #WorldCannabisCongress. Many thanks to
@Canna_Tech for their recommendation to attend! Looking forward to
@SaulKayeMMJ moderating the "Cutting-Edge Research and
Innovations" panel with @ConstanceCAOils
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The high authority on Hebrew language, the Academy of Hebrew
Language explains that cannabis appears in the Mishna, written in
approximately 200 CE, where, it is spelled cannabus. Linguistically at
least, cannabis seems to be very Jewish.

Read more: https://
forward.com/culture/402234/whats-marijuana-doing-in-the-talmud-andhashish-too/
…
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What’s Marijuana Doing In The Talmud — And Hashish Too?
This is the most fascinating essay you’ll ever read about the Hebrew
origins of pot. Seriously.
forward.com
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For many of us on team, this is a no-brainer. Assuming there were no
legal barriers, how likely are you to treat your pet with cannabis? http://
ow.ly/SWx230kavKk
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Is it safe to give my pet medical marijuana?
Medical marijuana is legal for Florida residents suffering from debilitating
medical conditions, but did you know it's also available for pets?
nbc-2.com
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